Jefferson Casegoods
Finely crafted, Jefferson echoes history and creates a timeless foundation
for today's sophisticated work place.

TIME-HONORED
ELEGANCE.
Capture classic details with a variety of stately pieces to
showcase a rich and distinguished history.
With Jefferson's thoughtful options you can go fully lavish
with molding details and cracked ice glass or antique brass
mesh cabinet doors or keep it subtle and let the beauty of
wood speak for itself. Either way you get all the must-have
stylings to create your classic look.
And Jefferson is responsible too. It considers the
environment by using renewable and recyclable materials,
allowing it to achieve BIFMA level® certification.

Craftsmanship at its Finest.
With all the basics plus a few extras, you'll find it easy to create
your classic office. The collection of desks, returns, and bridges
seamlessly work with credenzas, bookcases, hutches, and more
to meet the needs of individual office requirements.
Pair Jefferson with Cameo Conferencing and Cameo Reception to
outfit an entire office suite and beyond. Like Jefferson, Cameo's
admired details allow you to capture tradition in any space.

Details & Options

Writing Shelf

All desk pedestals include an extendable
pullout writing shelf that expands worksurface
area for immediate tasks at hand.

Veneers & Laminates

File Drawers

Legacy Walnut (LW)
Veneer

Artisan Walnut (AW)
Veneer

Harvest Walnut (HW)
Veneer

Columbian Walnut (CO)
Veneer, HPL Top

Dark Forest Walnut (DFW)
Veneer

Espresso (EW/EF)
Veneer, HPL Top

Edge Profiles

File drawers feature heavy duty full extension
slides that support heavy loads and provide
entire drawer access.
Jefferson (CI)
1 1/16"

Jefferson (C2)
1 3/16"

Pulls

Jefferson (JEF)

Molding

Choose with molding for a complete traditional
look or find a modern flair with no molding. All
moldings are hand applied.

Door Inserts

Hutch and bookcase doors take a modern
twist with Clear or Cracked Ice Glass, or
Antique Brass or Aluminum Mesh Inserts.

Liberty (ALB)

Mahogany Walnut (MW)
Veneer, HPL Top

Effortless Integration.
A classic look with modern function, Jefferson and Cameo
easily integrate together to offer a variety of stately pieces
for a distinguished look throughout the office.
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